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City celebrates Cinco de
By Francis l-adines
Spartan Dail, Statl Writer
Sitting on tile curb along Santa Clara
Street, Ras Mot eno brought his family to
watch the Orr«) de Mayo parade.
"I’d like to see the bands and the hors
es, that’s what I’m mostly interested
Moreno said, his daughter smiling at a
line of approaching horses.
They weren’t the only ones to take in
the scene. The streets of downtown San
Jose were lined with thousands of people
Sunday morning trying to catch a
glimpse of the Cinco de Mayo parade.
The route of the parade started from
the San Jose Arena and proceeded down
Santa Clara, Market and San Carlos
streets to end at Woz Way near the
Children’s Discovery Museum. The
parade started at 9 a.m, and lasted to
nearly 11 a.m. Onlookers were treated to
non-stop action.
A festival with stages of bands and
food venders was held after the parade
on Almaden
Boulevard and at
Guadalupe River Park near the

Path to

Atlanta

rums through

San Jose

Parade, festival
draw thousands
to downtown
Discovery Museinn.
Along the streets, people sat on the
curbs, in folded chairs or stood deep in a
crowd that covered the sidewalks. Chris
Warren, policeman for the San Jose
Police Department Bike Unit, said
250,000 people were expected for the
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It’s always been really safe
and smooth running.
Chris Warren
San Jose police department

event.
[well rt.ills safe and
"It’s
smooth muting," added Wu ten about
the yearly parade.
The parade had a variety of floats,
bands and performers.
There were several Mariachi bands
and traditional Mexican dancers. Band
members in sombreros and ornate jackets played their guitars and sang while
walking the streets. Occasionally, they
would stop for the dancers to twirl their
skirts with a few dance numbers.
The Santa Teresa High School band
brayed the heat with their baby blue,
polyester uniforms. They managed to
play their horns and drums with fervor.
The Mount Pleasant High School ROTC
showed off rifle-twirling and precision
marching.
As well as people, vehicles were also
prime for showing off. Classic cars and
trucks drove slowly by so that everyone
could see their elaborate paint jobs and
chrome details. Children on "Low
See Parade, page 4
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Alex Liberman makes a sale on Cinco de Mayo at Guadalupe River Park. Liberman has
been selling flags for the past two years at the Cinco de Mayo celebration.

Comedy show
entertains 900

lympic flame
By Lindy Boisvert
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

During the ancient
games, runners (or "heralds of peace,") would run
through Olympia, Greece, pro, Laming the beginning of a peaceful
On the ( .entennial of the Olympic Torch
Relay that peace was delivered to San Jose.
Neighbors talked with each other, children zoomed
around on bicycles, and teen-agers Angel Torres and
Omar Bares painted a sign welcoming the torch to San
Jose, and the Olympics to the United States.
As the torch was carried down South Sixth Street, the
crowd cheered and children ran and rode bicycles along
side it yelling "U-S-A! LJ-S-A!"
"It’s once in a lifetime that
(the torch) comes down your
own street," said a resident of
South Sixth Street.
The crowd of onlookers along
San Fernando Street could
readily buy souvenirs and parathe
phernalia a token of
Games.
After the original flame, lighted in Greece, was flown to Los
Angeles it made its way by train
South Sixth Street
to San Jose. The train was
resident
painted in a collage of magenta, purple-blue and gold. The
flame glimmered in a large
brass dish visible to all who welcomed it.
The torchbearers wound their way from the train station in San Jose through the downtown area and to the
Children’s Discovery Museum and Guadalupe RiVel
Park where the community was welcomed with festivities.
The torchbearers in the San Jose and Bay Area leg of
the relay were chosen by the Olympic committee after
individuals sent in essays stating why someone they knew
should be included in the relay. The
Olympic committee refers to all torch*46
bearers as the "heroes of their corn=fifties."
Of the 10,000 bearers, 5,500
were chosen through the community hero application process,
2,500 were selected through a
Coca-Cola program, "Share the
Spirit, Who Would You
Choose?" and the other
2,000 are former Olympians
and other participants of
the Olympic movement.
When the relay reaches
’,i.Nis 1)kiiN
1’11010 14Y ClIals Sisii-s I
Atlanta, it will have passed
Just before starting her half-mile run in the Olympic Torch relay on South
through 42 States in its
Sixth Street, SJSU senior Wendy Kohler points to friends in the crowd
84-day trek. Along with
twer 10,000 torchbearers,
there was a caravan of
security, media, motorcycle and bicycle police and
about three extra lanterns
IiilItee and everyone who kill
t
By Lindy Boisvert
(each lit with the original torch
,p Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Working toward her degree ,p
in case the torch gets
just
Wendy Kohler cares about other five physical activities, SiSt
iii
extinguished).
Plc pie, that is why she was one of the Kohler plans to dedicate her Ith
The flame will stay lit
Americans chosen to participate in helping individuals master physical
until the closing cerethe Olsin . ic torch relay team.
activities.
monies in Atlanta where
i
Koh er is a community hero
It all started when Harry Garrids
it will be extinguished.
n the eyes of the Olympic coin See Spartan Torch, Back page

It’s once in
a lifetime that
(the torch)
comes down
your own
street.

By Lisa Brown
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Alarm 900 students, alumni and guests were treated to an end-of-thesemester entertainment event featuring Tommy Davidson, formerly of
the Ides is], in show, in Living Color" Saturday night at Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
He was introduced by Mohammed Bilal, 26, an MTV "Real World"
personahn from the 1994 San Francisco segment. Davidson came out
wearing a SWOL T-shirt with baggy jeans, and black and white Air
Jordans. He gave the audience a big "hello" and performed fur one
hour and did not disappoint his fans.
saw him on the comedy channel about two weeks ago and said ’if
he ever comes back here, we’re going,’" said SJSU alumna Karen
Mitchell. Mitchell’s husband. Torn, happened to see the flyer at a
record store and bought tickets. Davidson just about hi ike everyone’s
funny bone.
He picked on an interracial couple, joked about many cultural
stereotypes and touched on everything from 1970s toys, to family lilt, to
whites versus blacks, to singing the national anthem to the Spanish LinSee Comedy, page 5
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Comedian’s success: mother-inspired
By Lisa Brown
Spartan Dail, Staff Writer
the youngest of three children raised in a
Born in Mississippi, 1,.
single parent family in 1Nashington, D.C.
Tommy Davidson, 32, was encouraged by his mother to be lair, balanced and do his best.
"Ms mom raised me and remains a in ’,UM. hire in my life. She just
encourages me to go for mine," he said.
He went for it. In 1991 Davidson was voted one of the "Rising Stars of
Corned% " hs Rolling Stone magazine, and was an original in Living
(ii it ,ist Iin-tuber.
Davidson said he enjoyed writ king with the
Was uirs1,1111ils lath usethe% worked so well nigether. The avails tandly
at
lo
ol s ill I
tilt’s
sir
welt.
ii
Angeles for at least five sears before
"It was run.
he. the ririluug. IIIISC.IS,/l1C41 I UukIl. Ame along. he said.
(The \\ as ans brothers) Weft’ malls smart guys" Davidson said. 1 got to
watt It and Icatu "
"In la% mg ( dor" was su« csstul because they did things that were
funny and it did not Mallet %s lit, Was in the particular sketch, he said.
When the h Wits t hanged. the sketches changed and the downward spiral began. he said.
Davidson said he thinks the teason tot "In Living Color’s" demise is
111.1111 111(11V1(111.11S tut the cast instead
because 111(1 started
of the whole ast participating
See Davidson, nage 5

Bo’s indecent proposal

Davis talks of raping

Bo Derek says she backed out of a pay per-view TV show because the
distributor demanded she act out
"raging ur.:nhibited nymphomania"
and lesbian sex.

The confessed killer of Polly
Klaas talked openly about
rape with fellow prison
inmates prior to being
released on parole, and said
he would "get a young one."
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Warplane downed
Chechen rebels shot down a
Russian Su -25 warplane Sunday
killing its two pilots, and
kidnapped 11 police officers of the
Moscow -backed Chechen
government.
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HIV testing a step in the right direction
White CARE Act
Aan
compromise was recently
voted in 402-4 by the
Senate last Thursday. The act,
named after the hemophiliac
teen-ager who made headlines
when Ignorant members of his
community protested his attending school when he was diagnosed with AIDS, will extend federal AIDS assistance for five years
and provide voluntary HIV testing to pregnant women.
Ten million dollars have been
allotted to states to improve existig testing facilities and develop
programs to encourage expecting mothers to volunteer to be
tested for HIV before giving
birth.
If volunteer rates are low, then
states will be required to take the
initiative and test babies when
they’re born.
This is a step in the right direr-

The volunteer testing for HIV is one
more item on the
agenda which can
only prove to be a
benefit ...
tion. Every woman who truly
wants to give birth to a healthy
child would do everything in her
power to ensure the gestation
period goes smoothly and by the
book. The volunteer testing for
HIV is one more item on the
agenda which can only prove to
be a benefit than an obstacle.
About 2,000 babies are born
with HIV annually but 80 percent
don’t develop AIDS. They test

positive because they carry their
mother’s immune system cells.
Nothing is more discouraging
than to learn that something
you’ve worked hard and waited
patiently for arrives with more
than it naturally should.
Particularly if the project is a
human being.
In 1998, the secretary of health
and human services will determine if testing newborns will be
standard practice. To continue
receiving grants, states must
prove that by 2000 there is 50
percent reduction in HIV positive newborns or show that 95
percent of pregnant women voluntarily had themselves tested.
Why only five more years, only
$10 million and calling it a compromise are the questions that
remain.

The end game here is that democracy suffers

Republocrats need to stop fence sitting
By Michael Bat ton

Demo( tat "Clinton- is a hollow slogan. Like the surreal character Max Headroom who haunted
radical right is freaking out just ali,nit now American television a few years ago, so does reality of
The
as Pete Wilson has vowed to "strip the anti- one-party politics in the U.S.
abortion plank" from the Republican nationDubbed "Republocrats" by the critics, this new
al platform. "There’s going to be a need to try to breed of hermetically sealed candidates stands for
come to some kind of compromise (on abortion)," everything and nothing at the same time. Fact versus
the pro-choice Wilson told reporters Tuesday. "And fiction. It has been internalized and institutionalized
whether that’s possible. I don t know. But I think we by the mass media and the public.
ought to make every effort to achieve it."
The reason why the national conventions are so
Quite Machiavellian (a term that describes a important is because all the lies have to be melded
school of thought believes the ends justify the into one final plank. It is like the worst fear of any
means). Maybe he read Machiavelli’s "The Prince" pathological liar having to face the inquisition.
along with all the freshman Republicans who were
Pete Wilson’s defection from the Buchananites’
assigned the reading by Gingrich. What a snake.
anti-abortion plank and his potential role as a ViceNo doubt his position is a well-orchestrated Presidential candidate would mean "Lob Dole"
attempt, fueled by numbers showing that "Bob Dole" could kill two birds with one stone please religious
cannot win against the populist Clinton with the conservatives and Reagan-Democrats at the same
Christian right’s support alone.
time, enlarging the "big tent" of the Republicans that
Enter the Clinton-Republicans and Reagan- got Reagan elected.
Democrats, a.k.a. generally confused, spineless votIsn’t that inherently wrong? By not having a
ing blocs that are clean) a product of the corporate national anti-abortion plank, a loophole in effect,
mass media Pez machine.
the Republican 1996 ticket can stand for the ulti"Having secured his party’s nomination, Bob mate hypocrisy pro-life and pro-choice at the
Dole’s task now is to begin reaching out to the swing same time.
voter who will decide this election," writes former
The end game here is that democracy suffers.
Wilson spokesman Dan Schnur in the Mercury News There is no real choice because both parties stand
Thursday. "...Both of these key voting blocs (moder- for everything at once.
ate pro-abortionists or Catholic anti-abortionists) are
But the news media say nothing about the inherup for grabs this year, and both are there for "Bob ent hypocrisy. They are too caught up in feeding
Dole’s" taking if he can find the right message to people what they want: shallow, horse race-style politsend them."
ical coverage.
I’m not naive about politics, but don’t these guys
I am pro-choice and I’m not buying it. Pro-lifers
get it? Maybe they should not be so outright about aren’t either.
their blatant public relations approach to character
Where do you stand, almighty Republocrats?
building. Voter turnout shows the public is sick of
snake oil salesman bringing multi-million-dollar can- Michael Barton is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer
didates to office.
"Bob Dole" is an image like Coca-Cola or C.F. New-
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People should be allowed to carry handguns to ensure safety
Be Russell Hall
passenger in the black Integra
The
was waving as I passed him on the
freeway. Personally, I do have a few
friends who drive this particular model,
but this individual looked totally unfamiliar to me. In the spirit of being friendly, I
simply waved back, assuming perhaps I
did know these two individuals but just
couldn’t place their faces at the time.
Rolling on down the freeway, the black
Integra and its two passengers seemed to
be playing some kind of game. They
would pass me and then commence to
slow down to let me get ahead of them. At
this point 1 was only thinking that I had a
couple of weirdos who thought they knew
me.
The exit to my girlfriend’s house was
coming up and I was making my way over
to the right lane. Not too surprisingly, the
black Integra fell in behind me. At the
first light, they pulled tip beside me. The
passenger said "What’s up? What’ve you
been up to?" I responded "Not much, just
kicking back."

I know that a majority of
civil people believe that
Wing a gun is dangerous ... but I believe
responsible people
have a right to carry
one for protection.
I got a good view of both of them and I
was assured that I have never met these
two in my life. I was definitely suspicious at
this time but not really scared because
both of them looked rather harmless. I
figured they would not be behind me for
long. I was wrong. They continued to follow me, even going as tar as to back up to
get in the turn lane that I was in.
My heart was beginning to pound as I
reached in the hack seat to grabbed my
Easton baseball bat I kept for threatening
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situations such as this. Although these
characters didn’t look like criminals, it is
hard to tell these days. I figured they may
be intent on robbing me, even though it
seemed a little strange, because I definitely don’t have a high-profile car.
They proceeded to follow me all the
way to my girfffriend’s house, just turning
onto her court as I was parking the car. My
Easton was ready, but I knew too well that
it would prove useless if my possible
assailants pulled a gun on me. They didn’t
pull a gun and they didn’t even get out of
the car, but they could have. Although
nothing came of’ this scary experience, it
did mark the first time I wished I had a
gun.
I know that a majority of civil people
believe that toting a gun is dangerous, and
in many cases it can be used against you,
but I believe that responsible people have
a right to carry one for protection. I don’t
mean to imply that everyone should play
the vigilante role, ala Bernard Goetz, but I
believe the gun could prove to be your
only option and/or hope if some gunwielding punk decides to make you his
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next victim.
I know the ideal scenario would he a
gunless society, but just like drugs, guns
are not going to disappear. So why should
the criminals and low-life scum of the
world be the only ones with guns? Dealing
with what is going on in society today, we
know that these individuals will not think
twice about using their weapons. All I am
saying is why don’t we allow the innocent
victims of the world a chance to save their
lives. I know that it will still be uncertain
whether the victim survives, but at least
they will have a fighting chance.
In order for a person to get registered
for a gun, I believe the screening process
has to be extensive. Prospective gun owners should be willing to divulge all aspects
of their lives and ready to hand over all
the necessary paperwork. An extensive
background check should be done, and a
felony record or a history of psychological
problems should prove the individual
ineligible to obtain a gun license.
I realize that carrying a handgun on the
street will not make for a safer or saner
society, but I feel it should be a person’s
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right to protect themselves from gullwielding punks.
Each registered gun owner should have
to attend classes on gun safety as well as a
class on trying to interpret how much danger you are facing in a particular situation
on the streets. Another qualifying aspect
for obtaining a gun is to pass a shooting
range test. All those who violate an part
of the above requirements or anybody cartying a gun without a license should be
ineligible permanently for obtaining a
firearms license.
In light of the recent Goetz incident in
which he was sued for $30 million, I
believe similar incidents will occur. I
believe Goetz acted a little too quickly. A
person must feel his life is in real danger
before disclosing and firing a gun. We are
living in a world where any given day your
life could be threatened, and I just feel
the common Joe has a right to fight fire
with fire.
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All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the
Editor, which should be 300 words or less.
Letters or viewpoints must be typed and may be.
’put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
office in Dwight Bente! Haft room 209
*faxed to (408)994-3237 or
*mailed to the Spartan Daily Opinion Page Editor,
School of Journalism and Mass Communications, San
Jose State University. One Washington Square. San Jose,
CA 95192-0149.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily
and may be edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length.
Submissions lama contain the author’s name,
address, phone number, Minstar* and maior.
aditeriale are written by, and are the COSIONISUS
of the Spartan Daffy eaten, not Me Mg
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the views of the Spartan Daily, the School of
Journalism and Mass Communications or SISU.
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Daily Calendar
Tuesday

Today
Akoholics Anonymous (AA)
Meeting. Noon -I p.m.
Administration Bldg., rm. 269
Call 770-0365.

Art Department
Student art sale and silent
auction. All day. Student
Union, front Call 9’24-4318.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. Noon. John XXII
Center, 195 L. San Fernando
Call 938-1610.

Black Alliance of
Scientists and Engineers
Study night. 7p.m.-10p.m.
Sweeney Hall, rm. 314.
Call 924-8026.

Da Undaground
on KSJS (90.5 FM)
Alternative music for SJSU.
10p.m.-2a.m. Call 924-4599.

Building Social Support
General therapy group.
12:30p.m.-2p.m. Administration Bldg., rm. 201.
Call 924-5910.

Department of Nutrition
8c Food Science
Bioelectrical Impedance
Analysis testing, measuring
percentage of body fat ($5
for students, faculty, staff).
3p.m.-5p.m. Central
Classroom Bldg., rm. 103.
Call 924-3110.

Buhver-Lytton
English Oub
Meeting, with entertainment
and refreshments. 3p_rn-4p.m.
Faculty Offices, rm. 104.
Call 436-7471.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Mass. Noon. John XXII
Center, 195£. San Fernando
Call 9384610.

Pi Alpha Phi
Meeting. 7p.m. Student
Union, Costanoan rm.
Call 295-0637.

Da Understood
onlISJS (90.5 FM)
Alternative music for SJSU.
,10pan.-2a.m. Call 9244599.

Re-Entry Advisory
Prognins (REAP)
Support group for Re-Entry
students. 12:30p.m.-1:30p.m.
Adminimation Bldg., rm. 201.
Call 924-5950.

Department of Nutrition
’1Ic Food Science
Bioelectrical Impedance
’Analysis testing, measuring
pereentage of body En ($5
kr students, faculty, staff).
-poon-2p.m. Central
Classroom Bldg., nn. 103.
tall 924-3110.

School of Art & Design
Student galleries art exhibits:
llarnAp.na. Art Building.
’Call 924-4330.
Chi &Wusu Club
Workout. 8p.m.-10 .m.
"Spartan Complex
On. 202. Call W4-8074.

Monday, May 6, 1996

Graduating Seniors’ Recital
Perflannances of the 1111111Sil
of Beethoven, FAUVC,
Schumann and Capuzzi;
in piano, voice and
double bass. Noon-1:15p.m.
Music Bldg., Concert Hall.
Call 92
31.
KSJS (90.5)
Staff meeting fin- the
campus radio station.
5:30p.m. Hugh Gillis Hall,
rm. 118. Call 924-4547.
Library Donations and
Sales Unit
Special Book Sale, with prices
50 percent off (donations welcome).10 a.m.-2p.m.
Wahlquist library, rm. 408
and Clark Library, lobby.
Call 9242705.
Okinawan Shorin Ryu
Karate Club
Workout. 4p.m.-5p.m.
Spartan Complex West,
202. Call 924-8759.
School of Art & Design
Student galleries art exhibits.
Ila.m.-4p.m. (reception
6p.m.-8p.m.). Art Building.
Call 9244330.
School of Art & Design
illesday Night Lecture Series.
5p.m.-6p.m. Art Bldg., nn 133.
Cali 924-4328.
School of Social Siknit
Presentation, -The Graying
of Boomers - Career Opportunities with Aging Population."
4p.m
. Washington
Square Hall, Social Work
Conference rm. Call 924-5800.
libmen’s Resource Center
Open meeting. 1 la.m.1 :30p.tn. Women’s Resource
Center, Administration Bldg.,
rm. 217. Call 924-6500.

Sparta Om.* flee sad
r antitank to students, tarot! tyksudFastoriations.
Deadline is 5pat two days
brfore publication. Forms
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elk* for spare leaseiciions.

Kitty’s kidney costs $5K
ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. (AP) Smokey the cat needed a kidney.
The donor cat needed a home.
They both got what they needed, thanks to a veterinarian and a
cat-loving couple from Virginia.
Dr. Ross Lirtzman of the
Orchard Park Veterinary Medical
Center agreed to the 4 1/2-hour
operation on one condition: that
Smokey’s owners adopt the stray.
The donor cat, taken in by the
Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Animals, faced being
Put to sleep if no one adopted

him.
"We want to give them both a
chance for having a normal quality
life," Lirtzman said. Orchard Park
is one of only four or five animal
hospitals in the United States that
performs the operation.
Sandy and T. Peyton Carr of
Richmond, Va., agreed to the
adoption and paid about $5,000
for Smokey’s surgery and hospitalization. Smokey returned home
last week.

The Carrs - who now have 13
cats - have named the buff-colored donor cat Buffalo.

PEOPLE

No pay-per-Bo and a royal taxed
Sexy suggestions shock Bo Derek

Handy, who pet formed at r tubs along Memphis’
historic Beale Street in the early 190(h. The
awards program, in its 17th year, is put on by the
Blues Foundation, a nonprofit group.
Koko Taylor was named best female contemporary blues artist, and John Lee Hooker won best
traditional blues album for "Chill Out."

NEW YORK (Al’) - ho Derek Sets, she backed
out of a pay-per-view TV show because itie distributor demanded she act out "raging uninhibited
nymphomania" and lesbian sex.
"They deserve to the punched in the face - in
the real world - or kicked in the groin," she said.
"1 found it completely offensive."
Warnervision Entertainment sued the star of
"10" along with her husband, saying they balked
at "editorial assistance" and didn’t produce the
show as promised. The suit seeks the return of a
$250,000 advance and unrealized profits.
Derek fired back Friday, giving the New York
Post copies of memos from Warnervision executives who asked her to portray a nymphomaniac
mental patient.
Derek had agreed to appear naked in at least
part of the 60-minute show.
But she said she was shocked when
Warnervision began suggesting much more
graphic ideas, including one scenario that would
have her play an escaped mental patient who is
recaptured and, as punishment, forced to watch
other patients having sex.
Lee Stimmel, a Warnervision product manager
identified by the Post as the man who came up
with the ideas, refused to comment to the newspaper.

’Woman in Me’ returns home
TIMMINS, Ontario (Al’) - When Shania
Twain returns to her hometown for a special day
of recognition, she’ll be a spectator only.
Twain, whose "The Woman in Me" was named
album of the year by the Academy of Country
Music, "will be returning to Timmins in triumph
- in the words of Mayor Vic Powers - for a daylong celebration Aug. IS.
The City Council plans to declare a highway
"Shania Twain Way," and a flower garden in a
park will be dedicated to her. A luncheon, symphony performance and autograph-signing are
also planned.
But Twain won’t be performing.
"We don’t want to appear as though we want
her to come home to sing for her supper," said
Councilor Don Dewsbury. "It would be wonderful
if she’d perform, but she’s calling the shots.’

Sweden’s king gets birthday tax

Go to college, rapper Cool J tells kids

STOCKHOLM, Sweden (AP) - He’s already
faced Father Time. Now the king of Sweden must
answer to the tax man.
King Carl XVI Gustaf received more than 1,200
gifts from his subjects and foreign dignitaries
when he celebrated his 50th birthday Tuesday.
But he may have to pay tax on any gifts worth
more than $1,500, Swedish media reported
Friday. The Dagens Nyheter newspaper said the
tax could be up to 30 percent of each gift’s value,
though there may be an exemption for gifts
received as head of state, as opposed to as a private person.
One of the presents is the Porsche 911 convertible that Carl Gustaf used when he and his wife-tobe, Silvia Somtnerlath, toured the island of
Oeland during their courtship in 1973.
"King or not - expensive presents can also be
expensive for the recipient, Dagens Nyheter
reported.

JACKSON, Miss. (AP) - LL Cool] is a major
rap star and has his own TV show. But there’s one
thing he wishes he had: a college degree.
The rapper, born James Todd Smith, told an
audience of high school students that people
tried to take advantage of him when he was new
to show business because he had only a high
selloff’ education.
"People were manipulating me because I didn’t
understand and I didn’t go to college and I didn’t
have an opportunity to get an education," he said.
The star of the NBC comedy "In the House" visited city high schools before performing
Thursday at the Mississippi Coliseum.
"You don’t want to cloud yourself with drugs,"
he told a group from Callaway High School. "You
don’t want to cloud yourself with envy. I want you
to understand the importance of education."

Aneurysm silences Scott testimony

How Handy:Allison receives award
MENIPHIS, lenn. (AP) - Luther Allison had a
blues streak going at the W.C. Handy Awards concert.
Allison was named entertainer of the year, and
his "Cherry Red Wine" was selected best blues
song of the year Thursday. He also won honors
for best male contemporary blues artist, best blues
guitarist and best contemporary blues album for
"Blue Streak."
The awards are named for blues pioneer W.C.

NEW YORK (Al’) - Oscar-winning actor
George C. Scott, whose doctor said he is suffering
from a life-threatening aneurysm, was spared
Friday from testifying in a $3.1 million sexual
harassment suit until his condition is treated.
The decision by Judge Alice Schlesinger came
as Scott was flying cross-country to see his personal physician, whose testimony convinced the judge
of the actor’s health woes.
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Parade
From page I
Rider hikes Also Lruised on by.
the vintage bit-vele frames were modified to ride close to the ground and were
painted and chromed as precisely as the
cars.
There were a few parade stirpt ise-s. One
was a "monster" true k iiiicn to former
Raiders safety Charles Smith.
Riding high on huge tires, it promoted
tire lust Sat No To Drugs" campaign on a
sign in the bed of the truck.
Another surprise was the East-West
Rung Fu school.
Members of the school performed
Rung Fu in mock fights and performed
solo with large, shiny knives.
Batman and Barney, the popular television dinosaur wet e present. but their affil
iation was unlurown.
The Klingons and Romulans, however,
came from Paramount’s Great America
Martha Sever didn’t seem to mind the
interesting mix of the traditional and the
seemingly out of place marchers.
"It’s fun. There’s a lot of variety," she
said. Sever liked the horses, "that did
some little dance. It looked like they were
tap dancing. And then there was all the
pretty dresses."
Behind each group of horses, marchers
followed with "pooper-scoopers."
Assemblyman Mike Honda who waed
to people from a convertible in the
parade, said jokingly,’Those ’road apples,’
you pick them up and throw them at people."
Bill Fisher had a shady spot to watch
from at the steps of the Tech Museum of
Innovation on San Carlos Street.
"We’re from Livermore. It’s quite a
ways. We just came because this is it, said
Fisher. He said he’s always come to San
Jose because this is the biggest event in
the area.
About 10:30 a.m, the final paraders
were going by. Sever watched by the corner of Woz Way, the end of the parade’s
route.
"The start was really good because all
the people were fresh and jumpy. It kind
of fizzled here a bit," said Sever.
In the end, Warren said the parade
went well.
"Everything was on time and right on
schedule," Warren said.
He also commented that there were no
incidents and said there were rarely any in
the past.
"Overall it’s been a very good event
every Year," he said.
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people
down here,
it gets really
difficult to
get people
in and out.
Chris Warren
San Jose police
department
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Because of the enormous crowds that turned up on Sunday for the Cinco de Mayo celebrations, two boys find that the top of port-a-potties are the
best way to get a look at performers on stage.

PI 10TO BY R. W. BRADFORD

A guitar playing member of Ballet Folklorico Jalisco de
Oakland plays to the crowd as he marches past the
Fairmont Hotel on Sunday during the parade
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Jose Solorio sells flags of Mexico at Plaza de Cesar Chavez in honor of Cinco de Mayo on Sunday.
Solorio, from Martinez has come to San Jose to vend his goods every year for the past 10 years.
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Comedy:
Tree only blight
From page 1
\ u,istk

gi,cgt

it I

tutiuIi

titi

"It
cool. Every

liei tot man( e 01 isery Face WAS
au \ neared," said Spanish
if !so waft SAIAAAT. 22.
"Ile wasn’t rotting anybody
slat k." said
industrial
design rii,ip,i I to Nykoluk,
27,

Arts

touched on
lie etc!’
Dionne %% Ai %Ilk and the psyntibsoik;
chic
imitating
Warwic k as she is today. He
stuck his upper lip into his
gum and for a second there,
he invoked Jim Carrey’s Fire
Marshal Bill line, "Let me tell
you something!" that just
brought (limn the house.
The evening began with a
fashion show featuring seven
SIM.’ student models. The
nuidels, who were selected
after a search on Thursday,
shim, ased a line of clothing
that featured sportswear for
juniors and the young at
heart.

Pun iii BY R. W. BRAI WI HU)
A pooper-scooper patrol follows a team of horses being riden by members of Las Zacatecaros Escaramusa San Jose’s Cinco de Mayo
Jarade on Sunday

Davidson
From page 1
"It S1)111(11 to be about who was
in what instead of what was
funny," Davidson said.
However,
the
politics
of
Hollywood sets were not always a
concern.
Before it was bright lights and
big city, there were the lean
times. His starving artist days
before getting seriously paid consisted of him and his roommate
with cupboards that were just
about bait.
"We lived on eggs, rice and
bread (for) about two weeks in
LA, trying to make it," he said.
When pay day finally appeared,

pizza and a rented movie were
like going to the mrivies: it was a
luxury, he said. I* 11111.11, IN !))I
Davidson, in 1.1%ing
launched other opportunities.
He just completed a pilot situation comedy titled, Between
Brothers," for Fox that he hopes
will air soon.
"It’s about single guys in Phoenix, Ariz. Kind
of like a ’Waiting to Inhale,’" he
said.
This summer he is scheduled
to shoot a movie with the actor
who portrayed Wanda the ugly
girl, Jamie Foxx, titled, "Boone
Call, he said.Davidson said his
goal is to have completed his
sixth film and, "making probably
about one-quarter of what Jim
Carrey makes," he said.
Davidson is not all jokes all the

time. He fills a ill to serve in
astI ii 11011
the publi(
1111111’,Wd
01.11 I .111 di) st)11.- Nur
tiOn
vice work in its iimintunt
ultimately be atilt i, itti
community as a whole," he said.
He said he wants to build
libraries, rehabilitation facilities
and start inner its boys and girls
clubs. Although I )aviilson clearly
stated that there usill IIUNAT he a
k president, he
that
esti sone should do Mattiver
the% led the% should do. "I am
not an .id%ii% ate of fighting
things that don’t appear to be
changing anytime soon. I’m into
changing things that you can
change, he said.
Davidson said he supports the
Million Man March and likes

Louis Farrakhan because he likes
"a man who speaks the truth. Looking ahead. Davidson said
that pm, hasnig wIesision station and minim Mg at, a possibility, although lii is unsure
about becoming .t (Inc( tor. He
said he thinks there are marts
good directors and prefers to get
somebody that he really likes and
admires.
"It’s not one of
those things I hid I have to do.
I’ll leave the thiai ling to the
directors," he Said.
His message to SIM. was Siillple."Thanks for has mg int im
here. I’m very fortunate to just
he working. I hope everybody
enjoyed the show," Davidson
said.

The seen student sophisticates mile husiness maims
Shelbey Wold, 22, and April
Ingram, 23; administration of
justice
major
Sherida
Lovelace, 24; broadcast major
Andrea Young, 19; human
performance major Carissa
Medeiri is. IS; political science
major Samantha Madrid, 19;
and
undeclared
major
Dominique Martin, IS. With
all the proper attitude and
chic, the SfS1.1 models were
superb. The clothing can best
be described as light, loose,
sporty and hip. They wore
beanie hats, visors, jackets,
tennis skirts and sweatshirts;
the baggy bottoms and tops
were either worn very fitted or
loose.
Keith Davis. Chief Executive
Officer of SWOL, said their
clothing is currently sold at
Nordstrom department stores
and the fashions modeled

saturday will he hitting racks
soon.
The clothing was well
received by the audience and
so was the music as mixed by
featured disc jig key, Chaos,
from "Da 1..ndr !wound,* a
KSJS radio shins featuring his
music mixes.
Afterward, the six-member
troupe,
"Housing
dance
Authority," demonstrated the
flexibility and versatility of the
fabric by performing in it.
A great time was had by all
until Tree invaded the stage.
With the exception of Tree,
the comedic act immediately
preceding Davidson, SJSU’s
Comedy Explosion was a success.
Tree stood out like a sore
thumb and should have been
called "Stump."
He was a bald man who
wore black leather chaps over
jeans, a black leather biker
jacket with a black sweatshirt
underneath,
heavy
black
leather biker boots, black
leather cut-off gloves and not
enough talent.
He characterized the crowd
as a bunch of Republicans,
who study hard, call a good
time joining a fraternity and
net surfing for web site porno
entertainment. He told tasteless jokes about drinking, MMiting, drugs and partying.
Stump. I mean Tree, said he
welcomes the comeback of
drugs and more drunk drivers.
When he was told his act had
five minutes left, he joked that
we all were probably wishing it
was more like two minutes;
someone from the audience
yelled hack that they wished it
was i Ads one minute.
But Tommy Davidson came
to save the show and recaptured the genuinely fun
atmosphere.

G. E. classes /4:al
won! coslan

A. R. M . ano a L. E . G .
Get your Math, Science, English Er History requirements taken care of at San Jose
City College. We’ve got the classes you need, and you’ll actually be able to get into them.
Call for your Summer Schedule. But hurry. Classes start June 17.
WO/V
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Technology
English
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Health Science
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So.
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Rebels shoot down warplane,
kidnap 11 police officers
V, Russia
CiRt
.hechen rebels shot doiyn a
Russian Su-25 %sal plane Sunday,
killing its two pilots, and kidnapped 11 police officers of the
Moscow-backed Chechen government.
Also Sunday.. the leader of the
rebels etected a Russian offer for
peace talks, but a standoff bct.ccii
rebels in shah and Russian is ps
besieging the town for Heath icso
weeks is as reportedly settled with
(Arc hells handing over their
weapons
The Russian jet fighter was
brought down Sunday mot ning
during a reconnaissance mission
near the eastern sit age of M.urtup,
Defense Mulistt y otlic its hold The
Associated Pi es. lit Ifs liii is Were
reported killect
The RUSSI.III ssilii.ir s command
also reported init is :to sh,,,,ling
attacks on its to!, es III ( ,I,,/115, I he
.tittl elseruined Chet heti
fits bus a suit isle
where in
Saturday.

Boris ldtsin’s
"A real cat,
it oposal
for
that
miriade
peat e
talks
could be cominvolving reprepared to the
of
sentatives
first days of the
the
Russian
armed conflict
government, its
in Grittily was
royalists
in
heard in the
Grozny and the
Chet hen apttal thr oughout
Zelimithan l’andarbivey rebels.
the night.- the
Chechen rebel le;cler
nests
landarbivev
I IAR lass
told the 1TARagent s I (Tot
Tass
news
ed.
agency Sunday
It said I.’)
that the "pupRussian
ispet
governfighters
sits Calls Sus si_is
ment" of Doku Zavgayey could
NCI
(Mit its WIIII ( !MAIM\ .1.5 pro- onl pat tic pate within the Russian
Most on Interior \lutist’s Iel.),Itted delegatit in.
kid"If the tither side has a real
thu Ii polls e
desire to settle the crisis peacefully,
iii
F suits
napped
Petropaclosskas s t Mlle% 1101111 - we are ready for a dialogue," he
vast til Groins I his sieve setied said. "If there is no such willingness, the Chechen resistance has
and disarmed In about .I0 rebels.
Meanwhile, the ( :het hen rebels’ enough fighters utd weapons."
11(1%
In another development, proleader.
Aatularbiyey, rejected President Moscow officials reported a break-

II the other side has a
real desire to settle the
crisis peacefully, we are
ready for a dialogue.

Watts lessons

through in the tense standoff
around Shah, a town east of
Groin% besieged In Russian troops
for alit no two weeks
The Russians had threatened an
assault unless an (-dimmed 100 to
300 rebels in Shalt 1.tid down their
arms. But after several deadlines
came and went, the final ultitnaturn set for Sunday was reported
dropped.
Abdullah Bugayev, deputy prime
minister in the Moscow-backed
government, said Shall elders persuaded the rebels to accept
Russian demands to surrender
their weapons.
By Sunday afternoon, rebels had
turned over more than 80 firearms
as well as grenade launchers and
grenades, the Chechen prime minister, Nikolai Koshman, told a news
conference in Grozny.
Vladimir Shamanov, the Russian
forces commander in Shalt, said
troops and pro-Moscow police will
enter Shalt on Monday.

Davis talked of rape, inmates say
SANTA ROSA, Calif. ..\
The confessed killer of P5 clic Maas
talked openlv about rape cc it h tellow prison inmates prior to being
released on parole, and said he
would "get a young one" to reduce
the risk of contracting AIDS, the
Santa Rosa Press Democrat reported Sunday.
Richard Allen Davis. whose trial
resumes Monday. had been
paroled just three months prior to
taking the I2-year-old from her
Petaluma home.
He has confessed to strangling
her.
In documents perused by the
newspaper. fellow inmates and
other acquaintances re( all that
Dax is talked about taking t evenge
on women .ind bragged
his

plans to "hit the big time" with a
lug ii bust or kidnapping. lit
add ! isis Da is confided that if he
hem bac k to prison it would be
fist life
The comments are detailed in
some 10.000 pages of prison
records, transcripts, investigative
reports and other documents
released tel the public since the
trial started.
"Fhe het, totote .ealed document.._ niain ta thew still stamped
-secret," ollet gi iissise II pt oseeutor Gregjat obs sit ,ttup 155 pc] suade jurors that Day is lii dully
planned his crime, and intend, d
to sexually assault his victim.
Proving that to jurors could
mean the death penalty for Davis.

15 Photographers. Over 100 Rolls of
Film. 24 hours of "Step Back" "Focus"
& "Get Out Of My ki)*%#! Light"
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The question of sexual assault is
the main is ntested issue in the
trial. Detelise attorney Barry
Collins has con( eded Davis committed the kidnapping and killing,
but said Dars deities any sexual
contact with h div
The main pits sic al evidence is
an unrolled condom found near
the spot off Pythian Road where
Davis was questioned by sheriff’s
deputies on the night of the kidnapping.
But the unsealed court records
reveal new details about Davis,
including apparent fetishes with
women.
Among his belongings when he
was arrested on a Mendocino
County Indian reservation was an
ad clipped from a magazine
labeled "an acquired taste’ and
which depicted a woman on her
knees licking the floor.
Also seized were lingerie ads.

women, the vulgarities he used to
describe them and his claims
about having sex with underage
girls.
According to documents, Todd
Ferguson, who is serving 15 years
to life for robbery and murder,
told FBI agent Gary Price that
Davis claimed his next crime
would be a big kidnapping and
robbery, and that he would "hit
the big time" or "go down in a
blaze of glory."
Ferguson also described a conversation in which another inmate
told Davis to get "heavy-duty condoms because of the AIDS scare."
Davis replied that he wasn’t worried because he was going to "get a
young one," Ferguson told the
FBI.
But neither Ferguson nor any of
the inmates are on the winless list
for the guilt phase of the trial.

And in a 76-page "Statement of
the Case," prosecutors theorize his
behavior in past crimes points to
an obsession with sex and hatred
for women.

Defense attorneys planned to
challenge their credibility, and
noted that they are relying on
parole boards to decide whether
and when they are released from
prison.

Also included in the transcripts
of closed-door hearings is some
evidence that may not be presented to the jury in San Jose, at least
during the guilt phase of the trial.

The witness list does include
Laureen Linden of Turning Point,
a San Mateo halfway house where
Davis lived after his release from
prison in June 1993.

FBI agents interviewed inmates
at the California Men’s Colony in
San Luis Obispo, where Davis
served time following a 1985 conviction for kidnapping and assault.
They described his anger toward

Limited Time Only!

Court records say he told her
that if he went back to prison it
would be "for life," but that he
planned to avoid that by leaving
no survivors who could testify
against him.

Educators who moved to
blighted neighborhood
teach and learn
1.0S ANGELES (AP) John
Compton I nified School District
Gust and Meghan McChesney are two years .igo after enrolling with
two white teachers who live in Teach lot America following her
Watts, a predominantly black com- graduatiim from Washi ’won
munity where residents are accus- Tiniversits in St. Louis with a
tomed to seeing white people degree in architecture.
wearing badges or
She was living in Hermosa
passing
through as fast as they can.
Beach when site saw Gust’s ad for
Gust, 35, and McChesney, 23, a roommate it the prcigt ant’s
newsletter. She had
moved away from
met Imn at a teachtheir upscale coastal
ers’ %.oi kshop and
enclaves to better conlater helped with a
nect with their innerworkbook
about
city grade school stumulticultural edudents,
to
better
educate them.
cation.
She moved in to
They have made
last
his
house
profound connections
August.
with the stuck] itsI lic
Both Gust and
say, and to null
McChesney
had
hoe’
prise
they
initiations of sorts
received as well as
tel the neiglibmgiven education.
hood.
"I guess through all
Meghan McChesney
The first week in
of this, they are teachteacher his new home,
ing me as much as I
Gust’s home was
am teaching them, if
Heburglarized.
not
more,"
lost a VCR and
McChesney said,
three coffee cans
"Before, they were
filled with coins.
just students. They
didn’t have lives outside their lives
Only days later, he heard the
as students," she said. "Now, when sound of gunfire and a scream.
1 am living here, I realize how The shooting took the life of a
neighbor on her way to work a
much fuller their lives are."
Gust, a Chicago native, moved payback, Gust was told, for the
to Southern California seven years misdeeds of her drug dealer son.
Before moving in, McChesney
ago and took a job with the Los
brought her parents, visiting from
Angeles Unified School District.
Teaching in Watts but living in Pittsburgh, to the house.
"When we pulle.1
Manhattan Beach,
up ... the cops had mo
Gust felt that he was
guys spread-eagle on a
not connecting as
cop car, patting them
well as he should
down. Right in front of
with the students.
the
He speculated it was
McChesney said.house."
because their world
was so different
But 1-xnh Gust
from his own.
and N1. Chesney .aid
He concluded he
their its s base been
could close the gap
enriched. Mt list,,ties
if he moved to
has decided to continWatts.
ue
teaching
in
John
Gust
"1 (wanted) to
Compton after het
teacher
find out who the
two-year commitment
kids were and what
is through.
their
experience
"For the (stuwas day to day,"
dents) to live in an
Gust recalled, "so I
area where people are
could bring home
being killed and the
their lessons to them. So I could drugs and gangs (are so prevaspeak their language, (so) I could lent). I think it’s inspiring that
make it real for them."
they get up every morning mid
The parent of a student agreed even make it to school. let alone
to show him around the neighbor- learn," McChesney said.
hood and in February of last year
Living in the community where
Gust rented a three-bedroom he teaches has changed him, Gust
home a short walk from his class- said.
room at Compton
"These people consider me a
Avenue
Elementary.
neighbor and a friend, in addition
McChesney was assigned to the to being a teacher," Gust said.
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I guess
through all of
this, they are
teaching me as
much as I am
teaching them, if
not more.

64

These
people concider
me a neighbor
and a freind in
addition to
being a teacher
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Two injured in immigrant crash
LAKE ELSINORE, Calif. (Al’)
A truck packed with suspected
illegal immigrants rolled over on
an interstate offramp Sunday, seriously injuring at least two people,
authorities said.
The truck exited Interstate 15 at
Main Street as a California
Highway Patrol officer followed
the vehicle because the license
plate registration stickers appeared
altered, CHP Sgt. Jon West said.
"The officer had backed off
about an eighth of a mile just to

make sure that he wa.sn’t too c lose
to the vehicle," CHP Officer
Dennis Welch said. "The white
Ford truck made a very abrupt
turning movement and continued
down the Main Street offramp at a
high rate of speed."
The truck flipped over onto its
roof. Authorities said the truck
contained an estimated 25 to 30
people.
U.S. Border Patrol agents who
arrived later took 10 people into
custody, holding them as suspect-

$$ WE PAY TOP CASH $S

ed undocumented tinting’ ants.
The rest of the pas., tigers apparently fled.
"We determined that approximately 10 of them required further investigation," Border Patrol
agent Manfred Ng said. Those 10
were being taken to the Border
Patrol office in nearby Temecula,
he said.
The crash is the fourth traffic
incident in the last five weeks
involving the transport of suspected illegal i trim igr ants.
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Softball team finishes season on a high
Martinez leads
team to final
two-game
sweep of Pacific
Spartan Deily Staff Repurt

The San _Jose State University softball
team took a iii tibleheader over
University of Pacific by scores of 5-2
and 5-3 its final game ache season and
was led by senior Pat Martinez on
Saturday.
It was a fitting end to a long season
as Martinez, the all time Spartim leader
in hits, doubles, triples, runs scored,
games and at -hats, collected three hits
and drove in three runs.
Martinez, who was honored at the
beginning of the game for her efforts
for the Spartans through the years, put
the Spartims ahead in game one with a
two run double in the bottom of the
third inning and a RBI ground-rule
double in the sixth.
Junior Corina I ills situ k out six,
allowing two tuns on nine hits to
improve her re( tird to 13-17. Lilly
earned her 13th win of tlw season.
Also, in the first game secondbaseman Valeri Quintero went 1 for 4 scoring one nut.
For UOP Melissa Miller singled and
scored twice to act ount for the Tiger’s
two runs. Branoge McArthur got the
lose for UOP in the first game.
lit game two finds,. Jarrell alltiwed
one earned run on seven hits to capture her 11th win of the season.
Lindsay Lewis scored a two run single to put the Spartans on the board
after a 1-0 lead by l’OP.
Lewis scored On a RBI double by Jill
Tawney. Victoria Ruelas scored on a
home run in the fifth in
to break a
tied score.
Michelle Cordes was responsible for
the three hits and two runs scored for
the Tiger’s.
The two game sweep allowed the
Spartans to finish the season with a
four game winning streak and wins in
eight of their last 11 games.
With Martinez being the only senior
leaving the squad, the Spartans hope to
continue building the softball pro-
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ABOVE SJSU catcher Sara Coughlin denied Beth Cornea of the University of the Pacific this run in the first game of the doubleheader on Saturday. Coughlin who was
trying to get the most injured player award played both games with a black eye and injured right wrist as she caught a cleat in the leg during the first game.

gram.
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Graduating senior and center
fielder, Pat Martinez, was honored just before the beginning of
the final double-header of the
season and Martinez’s as a
Spartan.
During her four years on the
team she has broken almost
every record in SJSU softball,
including hits, doubles, triples,
runs, games played and at bats.
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TEST
Preparation
Services

Between Race St and Meridian Ave
2 blocks North of 280

(408) 924-2600

We’re on the Internet!! http://www.GottaDance.com

(510) 680-6556

SJSU Career Center
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free use to SJSU students.
Hundreds of new jobs posted
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The Unsung 1
Briefs

Bench
warmer
plays his
own role

hmn Ma% 4 and 5.
Unsung Heroes Series
Ken Kavanagh.
member of the
Spartan basketball
team is featured
today. in the first
suppliment of this
weeks unsung
heroes series.
Sae story on pogo 8
This series will run all
week long.

By Eddie Zacapa

Baseball
The SJSU baseball
team lost a three
game series to LBSU.
Winning Saturday’s
game the Spartans
lost, 2-6, to LBSU on
Sunday.

Spartan D.& Sports Editor

As Ken Kavanagh sits at the end of the
bench in a game against University of
Nevada Las Vagas, the Runnin’ Rebels
band chants at SJSU basketball coach
Stan Morrison, "If you put in No. 50 we’ll
give you $17.20 and half a peanut butter
and jelly sandwich."
Taunts and jeers on the road are a normal thing for Kavanagh, who lets the
gibes go in one ear and out the other.
"That was the best comment I’ve heard
all year," the walk on freshman said of the
UNLV chant. "The UNLV band was asking me the whole time, ’How come you
don’t play?’ They were having fun with
me."
"That’s the funny thing," said SJSU forward Rich Taylor about the road teams’
fans taunting him. "They’ll be chatting
with him the whole time and he will just
laugh, he actually enjoys it."
The 6-foot-8-inch freshman is having
fun just being a part of the Spartan team
despite playing a cheerleader role and
being used as a rag doll at practice as he
takes the charges and has the scrub job.
"Basically I understand my role is to do
what the team needs," said Kavanagh,
who averages 1.8 minutes and 1.6 points
per game. "A lot of people don’t enjoy
cheering, but playing that role is fine with
me."
It’s fine with his teammates as well.
Many believe that Kavanagh contributed
in getting the team getting the Big West
Conference title with his moral support
and hard work ethic.
"He’s a good kid and we’re fortunate to
have him helping us out," Taylor said.
"Because every time the team needs its
spirits lifted up he helps us more than I
can ever tell. When we didn’t want to
come to practice because we were losing
he worked harder than anyone and lifted
us emotionally."
And the freshman from La Jolla High
School almost never made it to SJSU.
Kavanagh said there was another walk-on
for the Spartans. And this other player
would have taken Kavanagh’s spot on the
team. Fortunately for Kavanagh this other
player decided to not transfer to SJSU
because the Spartans would not offer him
a scholarship. So that opened the door
for you know who.
"At thayoint I was promised a spot on
the team, said Kavanagh who phoned
Morrision in his office and was told that
there was no scholarships available but
maybe something could be worked out.
Kavanagh packed his bags and quickly
found himself at home as the "10th man
on a nine man team" as he would put it
because he plays the least.
But the move wasn’t easy. Kavanagh
had grown accustomed to being the star
on his high school team, where he was
the leading scorer with 18 points, eight
assist and 12 rebounds his senior year. On

SJSU sottbaN
legend Pat
Martlnez led
The Spartan In
a two game
sweep of UOP
Saturday
See

story on pogo /

Football
Jim Mastro, an assistant coach at Cal
Poly-San Luis Obispo,
has accepted an
assistant football
coaching position at
SJSU.

Schedule
ForMay 610

Baseball
SJSU takes on Saint
Mary’s on Tuesday. The
7 p.m. game at Muni
Stadium will be the last
of the season for the
Spartans.
Woman’s Golf
The NCAA West
Regional Woman’s
Golf Championships
will be on Tbrusday in
Lincoln, Neb.

Men’s Golf
&JSU’s next meet is the
NCAA West Regionals,
May 16 & 17, at
Stanford, TBA.

Football
SJSU will start its season in August as it
takes on Air Force in
their first game in the
WAC

Pito TO Hy CHRIS SIM ESCU-SPAR1AN DAILY

SJSU forward Ken Kavanagh sits on the bench and cheers on his teammates during a game against the University of
PacificTigers at the Event Center on February 17.
top of that, his parents would have liked
him to stay in the San Diego area and
many folks criticized his move to play in
division 1.
"A lot of people told me there was
nothing wrong with division 2," Kavanagh
said. "They said I should focus on graduating and getting better grades and not
try to do both things."
"This was my life dream and I wasn’t
about to to give up on it," he said.
But getting splinters on his behind, can
at times be frustrating for the two time
high school first-team all-league selection.
"You want to blend in," said the skinny
red head from southern California with a
pause, "and when you don’t get to play
you stand out. Sometimes I wish I got
injured or something to avoid being

made fun of... everybody plays but me."
But Kavanagh said he is content with
waiting in the wings for now. "Next year I
expect to be in the same position I am
now. I hope I’m not in the same position
but that’s fine. But if I was a junior in that
position I would feel like I fulfilled my
dream but didn’t run with it," he said.
Basketball is not the only dream on
Kavanagh’s mind and soul as he has aspirations of becoming a doctor. But how he
came to this decision was almost as
strange as seeing him on the court this
season.
"I was in church one day and a guy had
a heart attack right by me," Kavanagh
said. "There was no one to help him, the
priest was the only one doing something
for him, here we are at church and no

BOUND AND GAGGED BY

one was doing anything. I thought I wanted to come out with my own clothing
company. But then that happened and 1
was like ’wow’ maybe somebody is telling
me to do something."
Know when he talks to his parents he
said they are proud and supportive. And
Kavanagh remembers a proud moment
in a game against Long Beach State
University. The freshman forward scored
four points as his parents watched
patiently in the stands. On one play he
drove baseline as his defender got there
late and slammed his first dunk of the
season. "It was a white boy dunk," he said
with a chuckle.
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Classi fled
The SPARTAN DAILY
Associated Students Campus
nukes no claim Mx products or Recreation LIFEGUARD WANTED
services advertised below nor Is $10 per hour. 3 hours per week
there eny guwantes knelled. The Call 924.6717
classified colones of the *mean
Deily coraist of pad advertising HEAD UFEGUARD/
and comings w not approved or ASSISTANT POOL MANAGER:
wined by the nsweeeper.
June 24 -Aug. 16. Salary $9.00
per hr. Call Los Gatos-Saratoga
Recreation Dept., 3548700 x 26.

CAMPUS CLUBS

JOIN ME CELTIC HERITAGE CLUB.
Enoyearnirg about Irish, Scottish,
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students interested in
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
culture. For more information,
call Kelly at (408) 927-7925.

SHARED HOUSING
LARGE ROOM FOR RDA. 1I5X19,
near SJSU. Private bath, large
closet, washer & dryer. $500/mo.
Call Robin 2839150. Avail 5/1.

FOR RENT
2 BR/1BA 571 S. 7th, 11700/mo.
2 blocks from Event Center. Free
cable TV and parking. No smokers
or pets. 2680439.
CHARMING CLASSIC 1 BR for
Oar. cwt. sae & I rano* respas
sible adult_ $600/metriep. Avail 6/1
Sngie occupancy. 551553 So. 6th
St. 492-8828 cr 292-3239, IJoycL
STUDIOS FOR RENT S295/MO.
Shared Rooms for 5175/mo.
Rent Includes Utilities.
Across fron SJSU, Parking
Pool/Fuzzball Tables, Arcade
Big Screen. Meal Plan Avail.
Call Alaro 2865058
or Powell 297-4823.
2 IIORM. APAITM1E4T MOO/MO.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

COMPUTERS ETC.
FOR SALE
$S WE PAY TOP CASH $S
For Old/Used Computer
Memory &CPU’s.
We Buy/Trade-in/Sell
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
1-800-808-8356.

EMPLOYMENT
PIZZA AGO GO hiring now for
summer. Drivers/Counter/Cook.
Totally flexible hours. Really good
pay. Fun place too! See Tim at
117 E. San Carlos.
CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
remodeled Chevron stations. Two
locations. Several shifts open.
Pease call 295-3964 or269-0337.
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
Looking for young energetic people.
Servers (21 or older). bussers,
host. Flexible hours. Fun people.
Apply ii person. 51 N. San Recto. SJ.

FWESHERS LEMONADE
Flexible hours available
408-7345204
Lccal Arnusement Pairs/Stadiums
WORK WIDOORS VATH FREIE*.
College Pro Painters is hiring
responsible students. No exp.
req. $13-$10/hr. Work in Mt. View.
LA Ms, Call 4154975434 ext. 2.
SWIM INSTRUCTORS - Family
health club in Los Gatos is
seeking experienced swim
instructors for Immediate
openings. WSI or YMCA inst.
certification, CPR, First Aid, &
Lifeguard Training certifications
are required. Apply in person.
Call 356-2136 for info.
TJTORS NEEDED Paid Intemehlra
Part-time spring with possible full
time summer. Cal 4159492236.
ENERGETIC HANDYMAN needed
for plumbing, painting. etc., for
rental properties. Please be
reliable, neat, good attitude.
$6/hour to start. Call 282-1505.
EARN EXTRA CASH $
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males, 19.34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm.

SWIM IftSTRUCTORS/UFEGUARDS
wanted. A private c,.t> is looking
for responsible, qualified swim
instructors and lifeguards. The
primary responsibility of the
instructor is to teach group swim
lesson for ages 6 maths & up The
primary responsibilities of the life
guard is the safety of all patrons
in the pool area and to uphold the
club rules. Previous experience is
preferred, however not required.
*All employees must be certified
in First Aid. CPR. and Lifeguarding.
Instn.ic(ors must be WSI certified.
Salary is based upon experience.
starting at $6.00 an hour. Hours
range from 8:30am to 9:00pm
daily. Call 2465699.

SKILLS INSTRUCTOR Teach
Independent Living Skills to
Developmentally Disabled Adults
in the community. Must have the
desire to impart knowledge and
develop working relationships.
Spanish speaking preferred. Car
with insurance helpful. $7.21/hr
to start, with benefits at full time.
2030/rrs per wk. C.aN 2484484. CAREER OPPORTUNITIES in
telecommunications marketing.
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
Highly motivated people move
Full time summer Job, must like ahead quickly in this exciting
working with people, be over 18 network marketing approach. Join
with good health and clean DMV. the fastest growing industry. If you
408-971-7577.
are serious about your future you
need to check this out! Call John
VALET PARKERS P/T, nights & at 800-266-6245 ext. 33422.
weekends for private parties in
Los Gatos area. Must have mm. 1 TRAVEL THE EXOTIC ORIENT
year customer service experience, for FREE! Teach English in Japan,
& desire to serve people. Polite, For interview FAX resume to
well groomed, and professional 510-727-1139. Salary 530K.
attitude only. 20 yrs+. $5.50/hr. http://www.trendjapan.com .
+ tips. Call Mike. 415/5461747.
ARTS 8. CRAFTS FIRM needs
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP
people. Varied duties, semi-fun
Santa Clara based printing and job. FT/PT. Also: could use a Mac
Packagng co. seeks bright energetc Tutor & someone familiar with silk
CSR to prim, gaiorg team. Clients screening. Bob, 9844020.
include Sega, Lucasiirts, etc. BA/BS
in field related to printing industry. SMALL THRIFT STORE close to
related etc), highly proficient on PC SJSU needs general help. FT/PT
(Word, Excel) req. Salary commen- flextime. Good job. Ed. 293-3763.
surate with related course week &
experience, plus tint benefrts.Fax MARKETING ENVIRONMENTAL
caw letternisume: 408727-1345. We need 3 individuals willing to
work hard for above average
income. Part-time, Full-time.
FUNLOVING, OUTGOING
dependable person needed 408988-1760.
for photographing evening
social events. No exp. nec.
JOBS JOBS JOBS
57.00+/hr. 1-800-872-7892.
Borg-Warner Protective Service
FLEXIBLE HOURS
POOL MANAGER:
FT/PT/Weekends only
June 24-Aug. 16. Salary $10.60.
$7-59
$13.00. Call Los Gatos-Saratoga
Unarmed security officers
Recreation Dept., 354-8700 x 26.
Prestigious client sites
Medical Benefits
DAY CAMP DIRECTORS/Asst.
Training/Uniforms provided
Leader. Call 3701877 or apply in
Military experience a plus
person at Southwest YMCA. CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTLINE
13500 Quito Rd. Saratoga.
1-800-385-9419
or apply in person
SHERATON SAN JOSE
591W. Hamilton 0 San Tunas Exp.
is now seeking candidates
Campbell, CA (408)378.9760
for the following positions:
eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace.
FRONT DESK:
COLLEGE STUDENT -TO DO" UST
Guest Service Agent
PBX Operator
Register for class _Roommate
Bell Person
Place to love Student loan BLry
books _F1N15 A JOU!’ _Strike
HOUSEKEEPING:
Guest Room Attendant
up a conversation with that nice
House Person
looking person I met at registration,
FAXResume to 943-1707 er
can’t help you with every
*Apply in Person:
thing but we may be able to help
you with a job.
1801 Barber Ln. Milpitas.
Would you like a position that
Job Hotline 9430600, ext. 151.
will compliment AL:class schedule?
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Positions available througnout San
WANTED - BAND & ORCHESTRA Jose, Sarta Owe Fremat & Milpitas.
hstivnent Salesperson. Looking for
VANGUARD
SECURITY SERVICES
someone with retail experience,
Apply M-F8are5pm.
knowledge of band & orchestra
instruments. Bilingual a plus. Call
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
comer Scott/San Tomas.
The Starving Musician 554-9041.

TEACHERS/AIDES Full time and
part time positions avail. immed.
for two pre-schools in South San
Jose area. Teachers: Child Center
permit preferred & 12 units ECE
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED. required. Aides: units not req. Call
THE SPARTAN DAILY is axeptirg Growth & Opportunity 7781943.
applications for Fall ’96 semester.
DANCE/DRAMA/ART specialists
HOURS: 7am 9am.
needed for fine art day camp. Call
DAYS: Monday- Friday.
PAY: $10.00/day paid monthly 370-1877 for info or apply in perDUTIES: Deliver the Spartan son at Southwest YMCA. 13500
Daily to distribution locations on Quito Rd. Saratoga.
campus & recycle old newspapers
Into the campus recycling bins. TEACHER: Before II After School
CA License & DMV printout is Program. FIT. Paid medical.
required, if hired. Apply at the dental & vacation. ECE or Rec.
Spartan Daily, Dwight Bentel Hall, units required. Resume to:
Room. 203, now through May 12. Frederick Ferrer, 43 Gardner
Children’s Center, 611 Willis Ave.
San Jose, CA. 95125. EOE.
MAINTENANCE
Health Club in Los Gatos has
openings on Tues. and Wed. RETAIL INVENTORY COUNTERS
mornings. Shifts are eight hours Must be dependable & have own
and begin at 5am. Send resume transportation. Enjoy flexible hours
by working around your schedule.
or call 356-2136.
Learn new skills. Benefits and
AS Adventures needs Instructors advancement opportunities.
for our Fall ’96 Massage Therapy Please call Washington Inventory
and Serf Defense courses. Martial Service at 408/294-8196.
Arts okay. Cert/Exp necessary.
WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTOR:
Please call 924-6218.
June 24-Aug. 16. Salary $7.44FAMILY HEALTH CLUB in Los $9.04 /hr. Call Los Gatos-Saratoga
Gatos has openings for Fitness Recreation Dept., 3548700a26.
Center, Front Desk & Childcare.
Wages & shifts vary depending
on department. Apply in person
356-2136.
PROGRAM COORDINATOR
wanted City of Si.- $9.52/hr.
30+hrs/wk. Anti-Graffiti Program.
Fax resume to 298-7020, or call
for more info. 277-3208.

Phone: 924-3277

ADMIN ASST, PART-TIME, flee
hrs. Downtown firm seeks sharp
& friendly individual with excellent
verbal communication and typing
speed of 50 wpm. Must be detail
oriented. Computer experience
helpful. Will train. $9.00 $12.00
per hour to start. Fax resume
to 408/9930759, attn: John.

SUMMER JOBS? Roughing It Day
Lamp a traditionai Outdoor camp
in SF East Bay. Hiring full season:
Group Counselors; Instructors:
horseback ride / swim / fish /
canoe / row / crafts / sports /
mtn. biking / rock climbing.
References, experience and
excellent DMV. 5162834795.
LOOKING FOR A JOB
Temporary Permanent
Part -Time
We are a small agency with big
contacts! Come in today, bring
your resume & tell us about yourself. We want to get to know you!
AVAILABLE POSITIONS:
"Administrative Assrstant
Clerical
Customer Service
Receptionist
Accounting
*Tech Support
Sales/Marketing
We’re here to help you!
Call Today
CAREER RESOURCES
Personnel Service
869 El Camino Real
Menlo Park
(415) 3286687 (415) 3284526
TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
Near Light Rail, Transit.
Call Today. Work Tomorrow.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
Downtown
468-494-0200
Campbell...-.
408-364-2700
Office positions also available.
SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBS
Day Camp, Sports Carnp & Specialty
Camp Director & Leader applications
being accepted at the Central
YMCA. Applicants must be energetic. enjoy working outdoors,
have previous experience working
with youth & have the ability to
lead a variety of camp activities.
For an application or more info.
contact the YMCA at 2984717 or
stop by 1717 The Alameda, Sari Jose.

SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Corporate Sites. Top Pay!
Too many benefits to list!
Dei. Swing Grave Shifts, F/T &P/T.
Call ciacrr perscri PvSal 7-7,
408286.5880. 5550 MerrIal e.
btwn. San Cabs and Peer *or.
torrid tie Cad eV Party Rae.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

FAST FLNDRAISER Rase 5500 ei 5
days-Gveks. Croups, fibs, motivated
individuals. Fast. easy No financial
TEACH INDEPENDENT LIVING obagaton.1.800862-1982ec.3a
Skills to Developmentally
Disabled Adults in the community.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Must have the desire to impart
Only $57.00 per year.
knowledge and develop working
Save 30% - 60%
relationships. Spanish speaking
on your dental needs.
preferred. Car with insurance
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
helpful. $7.21/hr to start, with
benefits at full time. 20-30/hrs
SERVICES
per week. Call 248.4484.
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Posh
tons are now available at National
Parks, Forests & Wildlife Preserves.
Excellent benefds + bonuses! Call:
1-206-971.3620 eft Nsalia
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
end rewarding job? Become a
teacher or a subsitute for our
school -age day care program.
These are great positions for
students. Most teacher positions
are afternoons, M-F. Substitute
positions are perfect for those
who have only one or two afternoons available. Units in ECE,
Rec. Pay, Soc. or Ed are required.
Please call Small World Schools
at 408-379-3200 ext. 21.
$257,000. My 2nd war income
2 years out of college. Not
multi -level, just an honest
way to make good money.
Call 800-946.1690. Free info.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed in the immediate
area. Full-time/part-time openings.
SUMMER JOBS! HIRING NOVA Call today 1-415-968-9933.
6-8 P/T jobs earning $150 up to International Bartenders School.
$450/week. RIOS filled on first
come, first serve basis. Call
$40,000/YR INCOME
Potential. Home Typists/PC
408-249-8446.
users. Toll Free 1-800-898TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS 9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings.
Elem. school-age recreation prog..
P/T from 2-6pm, M-F during the
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
school year. turns into F/T or P/T) FT/PT positions with infants,
during sum, camp prog. Xlnt. sal. toddlers, preschool & school age.
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call Great advancement and growth
Janet at 354-8700x23. (Not aral. opportunity. Good benefits. Immed.
school year? Call for summer em- openings. ECE + exper, preferred.
Ploymentli fegu eras, camp leaders). Call Action Day Nurseries.
4011996-1437.
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: Youth
Sports Instructor, Lifeguards. YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS.
SUMMER OPENINGS: Lifeguards, FT/PT Schoolage childcare (6- ECE)
Swam Instructors, Camp Canselors, preferred. M-F, 2-6 flex. Looking
and Sports Camp Instructors. for fun creative people who are
Accepting applications at the willing to make a difference.
South Valley Family YMCA, 5632 Summer opportunity also availSanta Teresa Blvd. San Jose, CA. able (childcare, camp, aquatics).
For more information, call Marie
at 408-370-1877.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

OPPORTUNITIES

WORD PROCESSING
CAN. MARCIA 2669448
Word Processing Service ’Fax
Edrting/Forrnat Specialist for
Term Papers/Projects/Resumes
APA Trashiest MLA
Grammar, Sentence Structure
Nursing/Soc. Vstork/English/History
International Students Welcome
Close to SJSL Campus

$1750 NEWLY POSSIBLE
mailing our circulars. For info call
1-301-306-1207.
$35,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toll
Free 1-800-898-9778 Ext. R
2236 for details.

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers"
"Good Rates for NonGood Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multicar"
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATIONAI
so open Saturdays 9-2.

MUIR
DENTAL PATIENTS WANTED for
CA Dental Board Exam. Free
cleaning, filling, and crown if
qualified. Contact Lai-Fong Lee at
415-929-6515 for more info.

COCHRELL’S
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
Member of Professional
Association of Resume Writers.
Reasonable Rates.
Call 356-6782.

SCHOLARSHIPS

FREE MONEY For Your Educators!
Apply for your share in millions of
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services,
PROPENWORAL GUITARIST now 408-261-8676.
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All FREE FINANCIAL AIDI Over $6
levels welcome: Beginning. Billion in public and private sector
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn grants & scholarships is now
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock. available. All students are eligible
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk. regardless of grades, income.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
or parent’s income. Let us help.
Call Student Financial Services:
CRIME PREVENTION INFORMADDN 1-8002636495 ext. 860415.
1-900-822-COPS
111,000 SIUDINISCHOLAINNIPS
Personal Safety
$1,000 scholarships and venous
Home security
awards sponsored by Packaging
security
Vehicle
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
Child safety
eligibility.
Scholarships available for
Consumer assist
information
Spnng and Fall 1996. Graduates
receive 5 or more job offers.
$1.70- min. )9-min max)
Staring salaries front $30k+.
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
For details, contact Dr. Jorge
THE COP-LINE, Morgan Hill. CA.
Marconcles, Packaging Program
Bus. Phi/ 40AAR35723,
Coordinator at 408/9243210,
IS 207 or CCB 200,
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
We can help. Private money.
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
No pay back. For details, call
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also 510-632-0835 or 510-4718667.
avail. Friendly. caring, confidential.
Convenient Peninsula location.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Certain advertisements In
Samples & references available.
these columns may refer the
Chinese & other languages
reader to specific telephone
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
numbers Of addresses for
For free tips, tools and ideas on
additional Information.
how to improve your writing,
Classified readers should be
user-friendly
Website
visit our
reminded that, yawn meeting
at http://www.acl-plus.com
these further contacts, they
Regular e-mail: aci@netcom.com
should require complete
Call for free phone consultation:
Information before sending
(415) 5215-0505...sek for Denial.
money for goods a services.
In addition, readers should
WRITING HELP. Fast professional
cwefuNy Investigate WI rams
edt.rig. rewriting. ghostwriting.
offering employment listings
Essays, letters, application
orcoupons for discount
statements, proposals, reports.
%mations or metchend Ise
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510801-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.

FOR NAnoNAL / AGENCY RATES cALL

408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words
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Ad NatSt 3-line minimum
Two Threw
One
Days
Day
Days
$9
3 linos
$7
$5
4 linos
$10
$11
$6
$11
5 linos
$7
$9
$12
6 lines
$10
$11
$1 for each additional line

Please

arne

Four
Days
$.11
$12
$13
$11

Five A,1,1,085
Days
Z.p code
$13 7tty Slate
$14
Phone
$13
$16
Send check or money order to
Spartan Daily ChutslIteds
Attar the flfth day, rots Inoresses by $1 per day. Sari Jose State Univarsity
San Joao, CA 95192-0149
charge
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
Classified desk is Imated in Dw,ght Bente! Hall. Room 209
Deadline 10 00 am two weekdays before publication
SEMESTER RATES
II All ads are prepaid U No refunds on cancelled ads
3-9 lines. $70 10-14 lines. $90
MI Rates for consecutive publications dates only
15-19 lines $110
QUESTIONS? CALL (40) 066.3217
Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days.
DBH 209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost & Found ads are offered free,

3 lines for

3

FAX: 924-3282

$100,000+PoTumAL Hoe to
make money 158. honest
ways. $14.95 for book. Send
check today: Robert Hyatt,
Box 2428. Perceliville. VA
22132-2428 St-hid-Inc.

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH MKTG.
HEALTH & BEAUTY
5 FT/PT positions available now!
Rapid advancement! Training
MEN IL WOMEN
provided. People personality PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
preferred. Call for interview. Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
408.244-4097.
or using chemicals. Let us permanently remove your unwanted hair.
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE Back Chest - Lip Bikini Chin
Parttime, am/an shifts, ftroi hors. Tummy etc. Students & faculty
Mon-Fri, Serving Downtown San receive 15% discount. First amt.
Jose. Inner City Express. 22 West 1/2 price if made before 6-31-96.
Saint John, San Jose. Apply in Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 621 E.
person- 7:30am.6pm.
Campbell Ave. 417, Campbell.
(4011) 379-3500.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
Asian couples need your help Electrolysis is the answer!!
to conceive. Can you help? I remove hair from any where
Ages 21-30, healthy and on your body, from facial hair to
responsible. Generous stipend bikini area. Call for appointment.
and expenses paid. Please call Camelia’s Electrolysis Place.
WWFC 1-510-820.9495.
1190 brood, San Jose. 9939093.
Mon-Sat./ Free Cons. /Eve appts.
DOES YOUR SUWAIER JOS SUCK? All Students Receive 20%Discount
Our 129 year-old publishing company. Southwestern, is looking to
ElECTROLYSISCUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
select 8-10 students from SJSU
to work in our summer program.
Specialist. Confidential.
Average profit from summer work:
Your own probe or disposable.
$5,766. For interview information
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247-7486.
call (408)241-9903.

check

/

9

HAYWARDFRIEMONTUNIONCITY
Womprocess,g dr,C1Tyong.
ACdOee’,C/BuS work accepted
ReportsThesesMLA/Turab
Expert in APA format 14111 eat
SVP5 1/60 - Laser Printer Fax
7 Days a Week 7:00am:9:000m
Suzanne Scott
1014419504 a (510,4899794
PROOFREADING EDITING
& Worc Process rig
Get your papers edited before
trey are graced A polished
paper improves grades
Free pickup aria delvers
18 years business experience
SCHOLASTIC ADVANTAGE
(408) 241-0513

AFFORDABLE
EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processhig!
Theses, Term Papers, Nursing &
Group Projects, Resumes, Letters,
Manuscripts. etc WordPerfect 5 1,
HP Laser II. All formats. specialang
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disk
storage. All work guaranteed!
Worry free, dependable arid prompt
service. To avoid disappointment.
call now to reserve your time!
Call PAM 247-268118am-80ml

WORD PROCESSING / TYPING
Term papers. theses, resumes
group projects. etc. Free spelling
and grammar check. Typewriter
available for filling in forms. Do
you tape interviews of people for
TOJO’S Word Processing Service. reports Of later reference? if so,
will transcribe your tapes.
Reer
.spoweumesrporSc,nntool
pre
sPeanPet arts, ciT’s s FAX machine. Notary Public.
Will do one day turnaround when
*Color output
schedule permits. Cell Anna at
VERY LOW RATES.
Call Today, 408-937 7201
972.4992 +fair Elam to 7prn.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papersrtneses
OUI specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Call Paul a Virginia 4082514449.

EUROPE S269.
Be a one nexibie aria save $EE
Nell heip you beat tne ainine prices
Destinations worldwide
AiRraTC141) 800397-1098
.,:-.Acrdnetcor- . corn

NANCrS COMPUTER SERVICES
Resumes .Term Papers
"Letters *Tape Transcriptions
20 years experience.
Low Rates!
408/297-3341.

EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Ca,
State Haywarc’s Bangkok Sum.
men Quarter / Discover Thailand
Tour. Under $3.500. Academic
credit. June 17 to August 6.
Info- Julie Clark, 510 8853538.

TRAVEL

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, mini amoro
cassette transcnpticrL All formats.
Fax available. Experienced,
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area. Call,
Linda 408-264-4504.

SPORTS/THRILLS
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem. Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-51.0.634-7575.

THE PERFECT PAPER
’Resumes
"Research Papers
’Manuscripts. etc.
Worked with SJSU Students &
REAL ESTATE
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick
Turnaround. 10 minutes from SAIL GOV’T FORECLOSED homes for
All work guaranteed. Call Jane pennies On $1. Delinquent Tax.
from 8arts6prn 43(408)937.0373. Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area. Toll
Free 1-800898.9778 Ext. H-2236
for current listings
DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?
Let me do it for you!
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
Resumes, Term Papers,
IN THE SPARTAN DAILY...
Screenplays, APA,
CHEAP EASY
Dictaphone.
EFFECTIVE!
Pickup / Delivery Available
Julie- 445-0707.

DAILY
CROSSWORD
answers will appear in the next 1.,.,111’.
ACROSS
1 Mouth part
4 Custom
9 Deer foot
13 Part of a window
14 Wanderer
15 Lhasa16 Emphasize
18 Count (on)
19 Merchant
20 Number of
Commandments
21 Cord fastening
22 Sharp dressers
24 Bandleader
Brown
25 Tack
29- de cologne
30 Passengers
33 Choreographer
De Mille
35 Nocturnal event
37 "My Gal-"
38 Spotted
40 Stir
42 Before
43 Toys on strings
45 Made less wild
46 Obscure
48 Church title
abbr
50 "- of the
D’Urbervilles"
51 Miscalculate
52 Former
candidate
Stevenson
54 House Sp
56 Ripen
57 Author - May
Alcott
62 Can province
63 Mall amenity
65 "The First -66 Swords
67 Assembly 68 Foam
69 Riverbank plant
7n AffernatPiP
’

d .996 minded Feettoe SI", Cal.
DOWN
1 Fancy trim
2 Andes native
3 Apple’s skin
4 False
5 Old French coin
6 Hobbyist
7 Turnstiles. e g
8 Adam and
Eve’s home
9 Listened
10 Ah Baba s
words
11 Norwegian
capital
12 Indy winner
AJ 13 Cushion
17 Composer
Rorem
23 Pop
24 Restrict
25 Christened
26 Marketplace
27 Cunous
28 Permit
1111111111111
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30 Scrap of Clot’
31 Fees
32 Toboggans
or luges
34 Craftier
36 Artist’s stand
39 Long time
41 Make lace
44 Bought by ma
47 Livestock
enclosures
49 Satchel
52 Wide open
53 Charged
particle
54 Paint
containers
55 Matty of
baseball
56 Mimics
58 Unsightly
59 Nastase of th,
courts
60 Close relative
61 Dined
64 Bar Cl
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CYBER
CRIME
Survey finds
reluctance to report
on-line break-ins
SAN IR-Vs:CISCO API
A new stmt.% shows the
difficulty of measuring the
extent of computer breakins, apparently bet :MSC
companies are reltictruit to
disclose whether they have
been victimized.
The
survey
being
released Monday was sent
to
members of the
Computer Security litstitiP
tion, a San Franciscobased association of information
SCCUMV
professionals. Only 428
responses to the 4,971
questionnaires sent out
were received.
The low response rate
means results are not statistically meaningful, said
Ann Kalinowski, a statistician with Failure Analysis
Associated in Menlo Park,
Calif.
More than a third of
those who did answer said
their sYstem had experi-

enced nic. form on intrusion 01 unauthorized use
within the last 12 months,
and half the attacks were
inside jt rbs.
Floweer. those figuies
would not reflect inttusions that are not detected
or not reported
ui the
pussibilin that those who
did not respond is the survey have higher or lower
rates of computer breakFew respondents said
they would report to law
enforcement agencies if
they thought they had
been sit tirnized
most
cited fear of negative public in
"It that’s accurate, it
causes considerable concern," said FBI spokestmui
George Grotz. That tells us
we’ve got to do a better
job of educating the public as to our responsibilities. Its a wake up call."
The FBI’s International
Computer Crime Squad’s
San
Francisco
office
helped write the Survey,
which Grotz defended as a
"first step." despite its
imprecision.
"A lot of computer
crime and fraud goes
undetected, or unreported. said Fred 1. Air a.

Root of the problem
Winter storms, cutting change S.F. park
SAN FRANCISCO Al)
Strong winter storms and
recent cutting practices have
stripped Golden Gate Park
of hundreds of trees, putting
a noticeable blemish on the
face of the city’s treasured
park, critics say.
Most of the damage was
done by winds and rains that
ripped through the 126-yearold park last year. But critics
of the park’s tree-management program say aggressive
cutting of cypress, pine and
bluegum eucalyptus is compounding the problem.
In the Fuchsia Garden,
three huge eucalyptus and
two Monterey pines were cut,
opening the garden to drying sunlight and city noise.
"They came and just

Is ggecl out a pet le( LIV
healthy section," said Bill
Minasian, a retired supervisor of gardeners. "People
used to sit on benches and
feed the blue jays. Now the
traffic of walkers and bikers
are
People
interferes.
incensed."
Along Stow Lake Drive,
workers cut five huge pines,
also deeming them damaged. Now visitors see buildings and hear traffic from
nearby Martin Luther King
Jr. Drive.
At the center of the park, a
big oak fell in front of the
Japanese Tea Garden. From
the entry. instead of seeing a
green canopy of leaves and
branches, visitors look into
the tea house and bridge.
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SJSU graduate joins torch relay
By Francis Ladines
Spartan Darts Sun lamer

Rosella H. iwilson saw the Olympic
tor( It rim du ough her home town of
Oho% in 1984.
"1 hav e pictures of me getting an
autograph from a tort hbearer when I
was 10 years old," said Rowlison.
TwelYe Years later she found herself as a torchbearer for the 1996
Summer Olympics. Rowlison was
scheduled to run from the corner of
Santa Clara and Market streets but
ended up running down North Third
Street, Thursday.
An SJSU graduate from last
December, she never thought she
would have a chance to do such a
thing. But when the opportunity
came up, she took it.
Last November, the San Jose
Mercury News offered a contest to
become one of the 10,000 torchbear-

ers of the Olympic flame from
Greece to Atlanta. Contestants had to
submit 100 word essays on their
hoinetowns and list their volunteer
experience in the community.
The contest is for the Olympic
Community Heroes/ Leaders. Many
of the torchbearers were granted the
honor for their volunteer work.
Rowlison was chosen for her work
organizing volunteers to tutor grade
school and high school students in
English and Spaiiish.
"I was the volunteer coordinator
between U.S. Rep. Zoe Lofgren,
MASCA
(Mexican
American
Community Service Agency) and
Gayilan College," she said.
After volunteering for MACSA,
Rowlison has been working as an
intern at the White House doing various office duties since January. She
performs various office duties for

Tipper Gore and she said she is
learning how the government him tions.
The reason she entered the contest was not for personal glory but to
give back to her community. "It’s my
hometown and the community has
been supportive of me, it really
helped me to develop and grow. It’s
kind of my way of saying ’thank
you,’" Rowlison said.
Those close to Rowlison said they
believe carrying the torch is an
honor of which she is worthy. "I
think she’s a good standard for doing
this. She’s a good kid," said Heather
Chapin, Rowlison’s cousin.
Karin Anger, Rowlison’s best
friend, said Rowlison has been active
in the community ever since she met
her in seventh grade. "She deserves it
because she’s been doing a lot for a
long time," Anger said.

1 have pictures of me
getting an autograph from
a torchbearer when I was
10 years old.

Rase& Rowlison
SJSU graduate

While her work with Lofgren and
her past community work may have
helped her get that internship,
becoming a torchbearer was completely unexpected. By watching the
torch go through Gilroy as a child,
Rowlison said she see’s her run as a
closure.
"It kind of comes full circle now,"
she said.

Spartan Torch: Senior devoted to helping others
From page I
students came out to run around the track at Santa
Teresa High School some eight years ago. Kohler
remembers this seemingly ordinary day as a cornerstone in her life. It is the day she chose what
will someday be her vocation.
"Most of (the students) were just walking
around, not very excited," Kohler said.
She started racing after them and saying "’I’m
going to beat you! I’m going to win!’ They became
so thrilled they started to run as fast as they could
and laugh and smile", she said.
"It was such a gratifying feeling, I made them
feel special for a minute, and they gave me the
biggest smiles," she said.
Becuase she devotes her life to helping others
master physical activities, she was chosen to represent the San Jose community in the I clay toward
the event which celebrates physical abilities the
1996 Olympic Games.
Bill Kohler, ’Wendy’s father, said, "She works
hard and she has a lot of fun. She doesn’t have to
force herself to (volunteer), she does it because
she wants to."
Kohler said she wants to help a lot. She coaches

It’s hard to pinpoint one reason
that Wendy is a good candidate for
the relay. She has a good attitude
towards everything.
Bill Kohler
father

both the mentally and physically challenged. She is
actively involved in preparing students for the
Special Olympics and is currently preparing a presentation on the blind and visually impaired which
she will deliver in front of an international panel at
the 1996 Atlanta Paralympic games.
Every Friday she teaches golf to recovering
stroke victims and people who use wheelchairs a
program she developed herself.
"After she realized that this will be her vocation,
she jumped in with both feet," said Nancy
Meaganson, Wendy’s adapted physical activity advi-

sor.
All this and an honor student too. Kohler is
president of Phi Epsilon Kappa, an academic
honor program and a service organization of volunteers.
Her father is one of the two people who submitted essays explaining to the Olympic panel why
Wendy would be an ideal representative for San
Jose.
Bill said, "It’s hard to pinpoint one reason that
Wendy is a good candidate for the relay. She has a
good attitude towards everything."
High school is where it all started for Wendy,
and that’s where she spends much of her time volunteering. "She has volunteered more time than
any other teachers," said Garcia. "She comes to all
of our games and all the kids love her.
"She doesn’t show sympathy," Garcia said. "She is
out to help them. When they are running drills,
she runs with them, and corrects them."
Wendy’s motto when working with people: Focus
on what they can do, never focus on what they
can’t. She said she is often surprised by what they
accomplish. She ran for San Jose; she ran for what
she believes in, and she ran because she is a chosen
hero.

Gun-toting woman chickens out during attempted heist
\ \ ST COVINA, Calif. (Al’) An
elderly, gun -toting woman apparently
panicked during a gas station heist
through with the
and couldn’t
stick-up, authonties said Sunday.
Mary Ruth Blanco, 71, told police
after Saturday’s holdup attempt that
she needed the money to pay her

kp)

taxes, police Lt. Ray Nordin said. She
was booked for investigation of
attempted robbery.
Blanco allegedly pulled a .32-caliber Colt handgun on a Unocal gas
station attendant who was behind bulletproof glass and stuck out a plastic
bag, saying, "Put the money in the

bate unflinching cashier called
police about 4:45 a.m. and the armed
woman got back into her pickup
truck and fled.
The cashier jotted down the license
plate number and Blanco was arrested at her West Covina home about

7:30 p.m. She was being held on
$50,000 bail at the medical ward of
the Sybil Brand Institute for Women.
"She knew what she was doing,"
the lieutenant said. "She was distraught about owing $4,000 in taxes,
which are due Monday."
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page?
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Is that a good thing? Maybe we ought to rephrase
the question: What do you use to launch your
online adventures? If you had MSN’s Custom Start
Page, all the stuff you like best and all the things
you need most would be right there, right in front
of you. Web links and search engines, headline
news, movie previews even comic

strips.

You pick what you want and forget the rest.
www.msn.com. It’s all that and, uh

more.

www.msn.comisjsu.htm
Our cool site is your Custom Start Page.
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